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The temperature-dependent surface electronic structure of Cr�001� is investigated by means of scanning
tunneling spectroscopy �STS� in the temperature range between 22 and 350 K. Consistent with earlier obser-
vations, a sharp peak is found in the tunneling spectra close to the Fermi level EF. While the binding energy
remains unchanged, the peak broadens with increasing temperature. The experimental data are fitted within the
framework of two physical models, i.e., in terms of a single-particle band theory and an orbital Kondo effect.
Both models lead to a reasonable agreement between the fit and the experimental data. Using the Kondo model,
a Kondo temperature TK of 123 K is obtained. If interpreted in terms of a single-particle band theory, the fit
results in an electron-phonon mass-enhancement factor �, which is 5–10 times larger than the Cr bulk value.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electronic structure of the Cr�001� surface has re-
cently been intensively investigated, mainly due to peculiar
magnetic properties of elemental Cr exhibiting antiferromag-
netism and a long-period spin density wave. Though the ex-
perimental and theoretical data remained contradictory. In a
combined experimental and theoretical work, Klebanoff et
al.1 found occupied and empty surface states of dxz,yz-orbital
symmetry, which are energetically located about 1 eV below
and above the Fermi level EF, respectively. Furthermore, a
peak close to EF was observed and explained in terms of a
dz2-like surface state.2 Later on, Stroscio et al.3 supported
this interpretation. By using scanning tunneling spectroscopy
�STS�, a narrow maximum of the differential conductance
dI /dU was observed at 0.05 eV below the Fermi level �oc-
cupied states�.3 This maximum was attributed to a spin-
polarized Shockley-like surface state with a dz2-orbital char-
acter which—according to band structure calculations in the
density functional theory scheme—is a general property of a
bcc�001� surface. It has to be mentioned, however, that in all
the calculations mentioned above the experimentally ob-
served binding energy could only be reproduced if the Cr
surface magnetic moment—which is consistently determined
to about 2.5�B in both experimental1 and self-consistent den-
sity functional calculations3—is arbitrarily reduced �e.g.,
down to 1.75�B in Ref. 3�.

In order to unravel this apparent inconsistency, Kolesny-
chenko et al.4 recently proposed a different interpretation of
the density of states peak close to EF in terms of a Kondo
resonance. Owing to a sophisticated preparation procedure
that is based on the cleavage of bulk crystals at low
temperature,5 they were able to produce the Cr�001� surface
with an unprecedented cleanliness only limited by the con-
centration of bulk impurities. Scanning tunneling microscopy
�STM� experiments performed on these surfaces revealed in-
terference patterns which are inconsistent with a dz2-like sur-
face state but rather supports a dxz,yz-orbital symmetry. In
contrast to earlier interpretations, the narrow resonance is

explained by an orbital Kondo resonance formed by the
above mentioned two degenerated spin-split dxz, dyz surface
states located about 1 eV below and above EF.4 Similar to
the conventional �magnetic� Kondo effect, where the local
magnetic moment is screened by a spin-flip mechanism, the
orbital Kondo resonance results from the flip of the orbital
moment of the dxz, dyz surface state, thereby forming a many-
body “orbital singlet.”4

To get a better data basis for the decision as to which one
of the two inconsistent physical interpretations mentioned
above is correct, the Shockley-like surface state model
within single-particle band theory or the many-body Kondo
resonance model, we have performed a temperature-
dependent STS study of the spectral shape of the relevant
peak. These experiments cover a wide temperature range be-
tween 22 K and 350 K, thereby crossing both the magnetic
phase transition temperatures of bulk Cr, i.e., the Néel tem-
perature TN=311 K and the spin-flip temperature TSF
=123 K, and the Kondo temperature TK. While the peak po-
sition remains essentially unchanged, our experiments reveal
a significant broadening of the peak with increasing tempera-
ture. The temperature-dependent spectral shape is fitted
within the framework of the two models. While the data can
consistently be described within the Kondo model, electron-
phonon coupling can only explain the data if the electron-
phonon coupling constant � is one order of magnitude higher
than in k�-averaged bulk data.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MEASUREMENT
PROCEDURES

The STS experiments were performed in an ultrahigh
vacuum �UHV� system with two separate chambers: �i� a
preparation chamber for the tip and sample treatment and �ii�
an analysis chamber for sample surface characterization by
means of low-energy electron diffraction �LEED� and Auger-
electron spectroscopy �AES�. Furthermore, a satellite of the
analysis chamber contains a home-built scanning tunneling
microscope which operates at temperatures between 20 K
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and 350 K. It has a maximum scan range of �8�8� �m2 at
room temperature �RT� and �5�5� �m2 at 20 K. The core of
the scanning tunneling microscope is similar in design to the
microscope described in Ref. 6 and is equipped with a tip
exchange mechanism, too. In contrast to some commercially
available variable-temperature scanning tunneling micro-
scopes, where only the sample is cooled while the tip always
remains at RT, the entire microscope including tip and scan-
ner is cooled in our setup by connecting the scanning tunnel-
ing microscope via a highly flexible cooper braid to the cold
finger of a continuous flow liquid He cryostat. To protect the
scanning tunneling microscope from ambient heat radiation,
the microscope is situated inside a radiation shield that is
connected with a second copper braid to the outer radiation
shield of the cryostat being cooled by the exhaust He. For
vibration isolation the entire setup is mounted on top of an
eddy current damping stage. A resistive heater inside the
flow cryostat allows the precise variation of temperature. The
base pressure in both chambers is in the low 10−11 torr range.

All experiments were performed using a �001�-oriented
Cr single crystal, which has the shape of a disk with a
10-mm diameter and 0.8-mm thickness. As already described
in previous publications,7,8 the Cr�001� single crystal was
cleaned by prolonged cycles of Ar+-ion etching at elevated
temperatures �T�1100 K� and subsequent annealing for
20–30 min at T=1150 K. Compared to earlier results, the
amount of residual impurities could be reduced significantly
by using an Ar+-ion gun with a mass filter �Wien filter�.
Eventually, the Cr�001� surface contains about 1% contami-
nants, which—according to our AES analysis—are mostly
carbon �C�. All other elements, e.g., O, S, and N, are below
the AES sensitivity limit of �1%.

STM images were recorded in the constant-current mode
at a stabilizing current Istab and a bias voltage Ustab applied to
the sample. We use polycrystalline W tips, which were elec-
trochemically etched ex situ and cleaned in vacuo by a high-
temperature flash at T�2200 K. The STM topographic data
were plane fitted to compensate for misalignment of tip and
sample. We enhanced the contrast of some STM images by
mixing the topographic height with its derivative along the
fast scan direction.

With both tip and sample held at the same temperature T,
spectroscopic information is obtained by adding a small ac
modulation voltage Umod=5 mVrms ��=5.777 kHz� to the
bias voltage Ustab. We have confirmed that a further reduction
of Umod does not lead to a narrower linewidth. At every point
�x ,y� of the image, the tip is first stabilized at Ustab and Istab.
After opening the feedback loop, the bias voltage is linearly
ramped from the stabilization value Ustab to a final value.
Simultaneously, the dI /dU�U ,x ,y� signal is measured by the
lock-in technique. The resulting dI /dU�U ,x ,y� spectrum is a
measure of the sample’s local density of states �LDOS� at the
position �x ,y� below the tip apex with U corresponding to
the electron energy with respect to EF.9–11 The overall spec-
troscopic energy resolution is given by

�E = ��3.3 � kBT�2 + �2.5 � eUmod�2. �1�

To correct for binding energy shifts due to the finite time

constant, the spectra were recorded in both directions, i.e.,
from negative to positive sample bias and vice versa.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The clean Cr(001) surface at 22 K

The surface electronic structure of Cr�001� may strongly
depend on the surface quality. Since the Cr�001� surface
studied here is prepared by Ar+-ion etching and annealing
while a related study used surfaces created by cleavage of
bulk crystals4 we have to verify first that both surfaces ex-
hibit the same electronic properties. This is done at the low-
est accessible temperature of our experimental setup, i.e.,
22 K. Figure 1�a� shows a typical topographic image of a
sputter-cleaned Cr�001� surface. Five terraces can be recog-
nized, which descend from lower right to the upper left edge
of the image. Higher resolution STM topographs reveal a
surface defect concentration in the order of 1% of the surface
atoms in agreement with the AES results mentioned above.
The section in panel �b� has been drawn along the black line
in Fig. 1�a�. Adjacent terraces are separated by monatomic
steps of 1.44 Å height. This terrace and step structure, which
is found on any real surface, is the result of a slight miscut

FIG. 1. �a� Topographic STM image of a clean Cr�001� surface
�tunneling parameters: U=−0.12 V and I=0.3 nA�. �b� Line section
taken along the box in �a�. Atomically flat terraces are separated by
monatomic steps of 1.44 Å height. �c� Tunneling dI /dU spectrum
of Cr�001� measured at 22 K in the middle of a terrace �measure-
ment parameters: Ustab=−0.3 V and Istab=0.7 nA�. The solid black
line is a Fano fit to the data with 	 /2=15.4±0.3 meV,
q=3.9±0.16 meV, and 
0=22.9±0.3 meV.
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�locally about 0.04°, averaged over the whole sample surface
approximately 0.15° with respect to the ideal �001� surface�.
The surface electronic structure can be characterized by STS
measurements. Figure 1�c� shows a STS spectrum taken in
the middle of a Cr�001� terrace far apart ��3 nm� from de-
fect sites. A strong and very narrow peak at �20 mV above
the Fermi level can be seen. Qualitatively, our data are in
accordance with the results measured on cleaved Cr�001�.4,5

For a more quantitative analysis, we may follow the proce-
dure of Kolesnychenko et al.4 by fitting the measured STS
spectra by a Fano resonance12,13

dI

dU
�

�q + 
��2

1 + 
�2 , 
� =
eU − 
0

	/2
. �2�

Here q reflects the ratio of the matrix elements linking the
initial state to the discrete continuum, 
0 is the energetical
position of the resonance, and 	 is the resonance width �full
width at half maximum �FWHM��. The best fit of our data is
achieved for 	 /2=15.4±0.3 meV and 
0=22.9±0.3 meV,
which is in good agreement with the values of Ref. 4, i.e.,
15 meV and 20 meV, respectively. At this point we can con-
clude that regarding its electronic properties, the sample
quality of our sputter-cleaned Cr�001� surface is fully com-
parable with the surfaces prepared by cleavage at low tem-
perature, despite the fact that it exhibits a slightly higher
defect concentration.

B. Temperature-dependent STS

Due to the experimental requirement of a very good tem-
perature stability during the measurement ��T�0.05 K� and
the relatively high reactivity of Cr, it was not possible to
measure a complete temperature series within a single ex-
perimental run using the same tip and the same sample sur-
face. Instead, we had to perform an experimental run with a
newly prepared tip and sample for each particular tempera-
ture. For the ease of comparability, we always performed the
same experimental course with the stabilization parameters
Ustab=−0.4 V and Istab=0.5 nA and the same energy resolu-
tion employing 400 points in the energy range of ±0.4 V. In
each case, 100 spectra were taken in the middle of an atomi-
cally flat Cr�001� terrace. Measured tunneling dI /dU spectra
�open circles� of 8 selected temperatures �out of a total of 12�
covering the range between 22 K and 350 K are shown in
Fig. 2�a�. Although it broadens significantly with increasing
temperature, the peak close to the Fermi level can clearly be
recognized throughout the entire temperature range. The
peak position remains constant within the limits of our ex-
perimental accuracy of a few meV.

In the following, we will discuss the temperature depen-
dence of the spectral shape in the framework of two different
models, i.e., Kondo theory and single-particle band theory.

1. Many-body Kondo effect

The Kondo effect is a well-known many-body phenom-
enon and describes how localized electrons interact with de-
localized electrons by the formation of a many-body singlet
state, thereby enhancing the LDOS near the Fermi level.14

Important characteristics of the Kondo effect are the splitting
of the Kondo resonance under an applied magnetic field and
the broadening and reduction of the Kondo resonance at in-
creasing temperatures.15–21

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� STS spectra of Cr�001� measured at
eight different temperatures between 22 K and 350 K �open
circles�. The experimental data were fitted by a Fano line shape for
the peak close to EF �solid red line�, Gaussian peaks to account for
tip states �dash-dotted line�, and a linear background �dashed line�.
�b� Width 	 of the Fano peak used to fit the data of �a�. The solid
and dotted curves show the theoretical temperature dependence
given by Eq. �4� for different Kondo temperatures TK. The best fit is
obtained for TK=123 K ��11 meV�.
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As recently shown for Ti atoms on Ag�100�,22 it is a non-
trivial task, however, to deconvolute the intrinsic
temperature-induced variation of the sample’s density of
states from the temperature-dependent broadening of the
tip’s Fermi level. As one takes the standard relation for STM
dI /dU spectra23

dI

dU
�U,T� = �

−�

+�

ts�E,T�
d

dU
F�E − eU,T�dE , �3�

where s�E ,T� is the energy-dependent and temperature-
dependent local density of states �LDOS� of the surface, t is
the LDOS of the STM tip �assumed to be featureless�, and
F�E ,T� is the Fermi-Dirac distribution, it can be seen that the
measured dI /dU signal is always a convolution of the
sample LDOS s and the derivative of the Fermi-Dirac dis-
tribution. In order to extract the intrinsic LDOS feature from
the spectra at higher temperatures, a Fano resonance line
shape given by Eq. �2� �solid gray line� were taken and
thermally broadened using Eq. �3� in order to fit the experi-
mental data of Fig. 2. Probably due to tips with pronounced
electronic states, it was necessary in some cases �see, e.g.,
data measured at T=102 K� to add further Gaussian-shaped
peaks to the fitting procedure �dash-dotted lines�. Further-
more, a linear background �dashed line� was added. Obvi-
ously, a reasonable overall agreement between experimental
spectra and the fit is achieved.

On the basis of the fitting procedure we can extract the
temperature dependence of the width 	 of the dI /dU spec-
troscopy peak if interpreted in terms of a Kondo resonance
�Fig. 2�b��. The observed behavior of Cr�001� is similar to
Ti/Ag�100� �Ref. 22� and also shows a quadratic increase of
the width at low temperatures that becomes linear as the
temperature is further increased. Following Refs. 21 and 22
in the temperature regime T�TK the temperature depen-
dence of the width of a magnetic spin-flip Kondo resonance
is given by

	 = 2���kBT�2 + 2�kBTK�2. �4�

Here TK is the only fitting parameter that solely allows to
adjust the offset at zero temperature. The best result is ob-
tained for TK�123 K �	11 meV�.24 Comparison between
the experimental data of Fig. 2�b� and a plot of Eq. �4� re-
veals an excellent overall agreement in the temperature range
up to 200 K, i.e., much higher than the actual TK, which is
usually considered as the upper limit of validity of the un-
derlying theory.22,25 Only above 200–250 K do the experi-
mental data points start to deviate from the theoretical
model.

2. Single-particle surface electronic state

The electronic structure and dynamics of surface states
has recently attracted substantial attention. Improved experi-
mental and theoretical techniques eventually led to converg-
ing results for noble metals,26 but much less is known about
the more complex transition metals. In the following, we will
discuss our Cr�001� data in terms of single-particle band
theory.

As show in Ref. 27, the lifetime � of electronic states in
nonmagnetic metals is determined by three main contribu-
tions: �i� electron-electron �e-e� scattering,28,29 �ii� scattering
by impurities or defects, and �iii� electron-phonon �e-ph�
scattering.30 If magnetic materials are considered, there is an
additional contribution, i.e., electron-magnon �e-m�
scattering.31 The �e-e�-scattering contribution to the line-
width 	e-e is given by Fermi liquid theory,27,28

	e-e = 2���kBT�2 + �E − EF�2� . �5�

Since the factor � is of the order of 1 eV−1 and since the
results discussed here were measured at a low temperature,
the temperature-dependent term in Eq. �5� is very small and
can be neglected. Furthermore, the binding energy E−EF of
the Cr�001� peak amounts to a few meV only. Thus, the
second term can also be neglected. The impurity scattering
contribution is proportional to the impurity concentration,
but independent of temperature and binding energy. There-
fore, it may only lead to a temperature-independent broaden-
ing of the linewidth, visible as an offset at 0 K. For the bulk,
the magnitude of the effect is about 10 meV %.31,32 The only
remaining contribution comes from electron-phonon �e-ph�
scattering. Within the Debye model the inverse lifetime due
to �e-ph� processes can be calculated from the following for-
mula:

	e-ph�E,T� =
�

��E,T�
= �

2�

���D�2�
0

��D

dE�E�2

��1 − f�E − E�� + 2n�E�� + f�E + E��� , �6�

where �D is the Debye frequency, � the electron-phonon
mass-enhancement factor, f�E� the Fermi distribution, and
n�E� the Bose-Einstein distribution. At high temperatures the
phonon scattering 	e-ph shows a linear dependence
d	e-ph /dT	2��kB and is independent of �D.

In a recent STS study by Rehbein et al.,33 the
temperature-dependent broadening of Gd�0001� surface
states was successfully explained by �e-ph� scattering and
the formal description by Eq. �6�. We have applied the same
fitting routine to fit the temperature-dependent spectral shape
of the dI /dU peak on Cr�001�. In general, the fitting proce-
dure is similar to Sec. III B 1 but the Fano line shape, which
is adequate to the Kondo effect but not reasonable in the case
of �e-ph� scattering, is replaced by a Lorentzian function.
The result is shown in Fig. 3�a�. The extracted linewidth of
the Lorentzian �FWHM� is plotted in Fig. 3�b�. A quantita-
tive description based on Eqs. �6� and �5� requires the knowl-
edge of three parameters �, �D

surf, and 	e-e. As mentioned
above, 	e-e can be estimated by the peak width at zero tem-
perature �T=0 K�. Owing to the lack of specific surface
parameters for the Debye frequency, we may use the
Cr bulk value ��D

bulk=52.5 meV.34 Using a binding energy
of E0=20±5 meV, the fitting procedure results in
�=1.51±0.40 and 	e-e=19.5±3 meV. Of course, the surface
Debye frequency ��D

surf must not be identical to the bulk
value. Even if the experimental data are fitted with two fit
parameters, ��D

surf and �, the values change only slightly and
we obtain ��D

surf=53 meV and �=1.53±0.40.
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C. Discussion

At this point we can recapitulate that our experimental
data of the temperature-dependent peak shape of Cr�001� can
nicely be fitted within the respective limits of validity of both

physical models, i.e., a many-body Kondo effect and single-
particle band theory. This is not unexpected as the peak
width in both cases rises linear at high temperature. One
possibility to estimate which of the two models describes the
physical basis of the observations is an evaluation whether
the procedures led to reasonable fitting parameters. In each
model there is just one fitting parameter, i.e., the Kondo tem-
perature TK �cf. Eq. �4�� or the mass-enhancement factor �
�cf. Eq. �6��.

Unfortunately, the Kondo temperature of Cr�001�—if it is
a Kondo system—is unknown. But it is a remarkable coin-
cidence that the determined value of TK�123 K is practi-
cally equal to the Cr spin-flip temperature TSF. It is well
known that the magnetic phase transitions of Cr are accom-
panied with structural transitions.35 Due to the magneto-
elastic interaction, which is mediated by spin-orbit coupling,
the crystalline structure of Cr changes from cubic to ortho-
rhombic at the paramagnetic-antiferromagnetic phase transi-
tion and eventually to tetragonal at the spin-flip temperature
TSF. One may speculate about possible orbital-order sce-
narios which have recently attracted considerable interest
mainly in context with metal-insulator and normal-
superconductor transitions.36

In contrast, the electron-phonon mass enhancement factor
� of polycrystalline Cr on a glass substrate was determined
experimentally and theoretically. Optical pump-and-probe
experiments give �=0.13±0.02.37 This value is rather close
to the result of strong-coupling theory for paramagnetic Cr
��=0.25�.38 The fitting procedure of our STS data, in con-
trast, yields a value which is 5–10 times larger. At first sight
this seems to be inconsistent with earlier results on bulk Cr,
thereby excluding the single-particle band model and sup-
porting the Kondo model. Recent experiments on various
elements revealed, however, that the surface electron-phonon
mass enhancement factor � may deviate considerably from
the k�-integrated bulk value. For example, a strong enhance-

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� STS spectra of Cr�001� measured at
eight different temperatures between 22 K and 350 K �open
circles�. The experimental data were fitted by a thermally broadened
Lorentzian line shape for the peak close to EF �solid red line�,
Gaussian peaks to account for tip states �dash dotted line�, and a
linear background �dashed line�. �b� Width 	 of the Lorentzian used
to fit the data of �a�. The solid curve shows the theoretical tempera-
ture dependence given by Eq. �6� for ��D

bulk=52.2 meV and
�=1.5.

FIG. 4. �a� Topographic STM image of O/Cr�001� measured at
T=200 K. The sample surface was dosed with 3 L O2 at a sample
temperature of T=350 °C. �b� Tunneling dI /dU spectra of clean
�gray� and oxygen-covered Cr�001� �black�. A considerable peak
shift by �120 meV is observed.
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ment of � at the W�110� surface compared to bulk W was
found, which was attributed to the degree of surface local-
ization of the surface electron wave function.39 Similar ob-
servations were made on Be�101̄0�.40 Furthermore, a strong
dependence on the binding energy was observed for
Bi�100�.41 Even within one particular electron band � may
vary by more than one order of magnitude, depending on the
wave vector k�.42 Given the fact that our measurement tech-
nique �STS� is highly surface sensitive and governed by sur-
face LDOS contributions from the 	̄ point of the surface
Brillouin zone, a mass-enhancement factor �=1.5 cannot be
excluded.

We may conclude that our temperature-dependent STS
data of Cr�001� are not sufficient for a definite decision be-
tween the two available models. For the Kondo resonance
we found a quite good agreement between our experiment
and the theoretical prediction, although the theory was for-
mally developed for spin-flip scattering at single magnetic
impurity atoms on open surfaces. On the other hand, the
analysis in terms of thermally broadened electron bands
leads to a rather large mass-enhancement factor � which is
by a factor of 5–10 times larger than the bulk value—a sce-
nario which cannot be excluded at present.

We would like to propose two routes for an experimentum
crucis being capable of a decisive determination on which of
the two hypotheses, the orbital Kondo effect or a surface
state, is correct. One possibility is to observe the effect of an
increasing adsorbate concentration on the peak position and
height. We have performed preliminary experiments with
oxygen on Cr�001�. As shown in Fig. 4�a� the exposure to
3 L O2 at T=350 °C leads to a ��5��5�R27° reconstruction
of the Cr�001� surface.43 The tunneling dI /dU spectrum
measured on the oxygen-covered Cr surface is compared to
the spectrum of clean Cr�001� in Fig. 4�b�. Both spectra were
taken with different tips but at the same sample temperature
T=200 K. Obviously, the oxygen-treated surface exhibits a
peak at �135 meV. This peak cannot be related to a Kondo
resonance because it is too far apart from the Fermi level. It
is, however, not yet clear whether the peak continuously
shifts with increasing oxygen concentration or if the Cr-
related peak intensity decreases while a new impurity-

induced surface state arises as recently found for SiC�100�.44

Further experimental and theoretical effort is necessary to
clarify the situation. Another experimentum crucis may be a
magnetic-field-dependent study of the Cr�001� peak shape.
Detailed theoretical predictions of the field-dependent spec-
tral shape of an orbital Kondo resonance are available.45 Al-
though enormous fields are required to cause a significant
effect, recently developed scanning tunneling microscopes,6

which are able to measure at extremely low temperatures in
fields up to 14 T, may be able to bring about a decision.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have performed a temperature-dependent
electronic structure investigation of the Cr�001� surface by
means of variable-temperature scanning tunneling spectros-
copy �STS�. Our study covers a wide temperature range
�22 K�T�350 K�, which includes the bulk magnetic phase
transition temperatures as well as the possible Kondo tem-
perature. We observe a sharp peak close to the Fermi level
EF, which is consistent with earlier STS experiments. While
the binding energy remains unchanged, the peak broadens
with increasing temperature. Our experimental data are fitted
within the framework of two physical models, i.e., single-
particle band theory and Kondo theory. Both models lead to
an excellent agreement between the fit and the experimental
data in the low temperature regime. Using the Kondo model,
a Kondo temperature TK of 123 K is obtained. If interpreted
in terms of a single-particle band theory, the fit results in an
electron-phonon mass-enhancement factor � which is 5–10
times larger than the Cr bulk value. In this case the experi-
mental data in the entire temperature range can be nicely
reproduced by the theory.
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